Dated: 21-02-2018

Gopal Krishnan V IPS
Assistant Inspector General
For State Police Chief

No: L4-19355/2018/PHQ

Sub : Police Estt: - Promotion of HC(G) Drivers to the post of Driver SIs -Orders issued.

Ref : 1. Rule 9 (a ) (1) of General Rules KS &SSR 1958
4. Order No L4-8583/2008/PHQ Dated 01/03/2011.

1). Sri. Krishnakumar Das, Dvr SI DHQ, Thiruvananthapuram (Rural) is transferred and posted to DHQ, Malappuram on his request in the existing vacancy of Driver SI consequent on retirement of Sri. Syed Mohamed.C, Dvr SI DHQ Malappuram.

2). Sri. Devadas Dvr HC (G) T 6898, DHQ Tvm City, senior most in the statewide seniority list of higher grade Drivers is provisionally promoted to the rank of Driver Sub Inspector as per the provisions contained in the GO cited, in the scale of pay of Rs.32300-68700 and posted to the existing vacancy in DHQ Thiruvananthapuram (Rural) with immediate effect. The Unit Heads will relieve/admit the incumbents forthwith and report compliance.

To: The individuals through the Unit Heads concerned.
Copy To: DPCs TVM City/Tvm (Rural)/Malappuram for necessary action.
ADGP AP Bn /All Unit Heads/SP MT, PHQ For information.
CAs to SPC /ADGP(HQ)/IGP (HQ) AIG for information.
DGO File /DGO Register.
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